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Headlines
Allen County
SPCA’s Pet Expo

The Northern Indiana Pet Expo will
be featuring local animal shelters,
pet rescue missions and even some
high-energy stunt dogs. Page 3

North Korea
Makes Demands

The situation in North Korea is advancing
with the possibility of peace talks growing
with the U.S. and South Korea. Page 4

Improv Comedy and
Straight Faces
Discover the secrets of how Taylor’s
comedy group, Rice Pilaf, keeps
humor fresh at every show. Page 7

New Standard

Senior graphic design majors take a bold
new direction with their senior exhibit,
opening tonight in Metcalf Gallery. Page 8

From Trash to
Treasure

In Hartford City, an arts center has taken
occupancy in an old storefront. Page 9

Track Performs Well
at Little State
The men’s team finished third and the
women’s team grabbed second at the
Indiana Intercollegiate Championships
this past weekend. Page 12
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Weekend

Forecast
FRIDAY
High: 45°
Low: 31°

SATURDAY
High: 50°
Low: 33°

SUNDAY
High: 59°
Low: 42°
FULL 7-DAY FORECAST ON PAGE 3

Monday’s bombing at the Boston Marathon left a trail of destruction and death, killing three and injuring many more. Authorities are still looking for the suspects.

Bombing at Boston Marathon shocks
nation, affects Taylor community
Jon Stroshine

Patriot’s Day, the third Monday in
April and a holiday in Massachusetts.
An investigation into the cause
Kari Travis
began immediately after and is currently ongoing. The FBI released imManaging Editor
ages Thursday evening of two men
The explosions of two bombs at suspected of committing the crime,
Monday’s Boston Marathon killed asking for public assistance in findthree and injured more than 150 ing the duo.
Locally, organizers of the May 4
more, sending shockwaves across
the nation as Americans grieved Indianapolis Mini-Marathon have
for lost loved ones and investiga- been working to reassure runners
tors searched for answers.
of their safety in a similar race while
Monday’s bombing occurred just hearing from many who want to rebefore 3 p.m. at the annual mara- member the victims of the Boston
thon in Boston. The race occurs on Marathon attacks.
News Editor

“The running community is very
tight, and they just want to represent those runners,” said Megan
Bulla, Communications Manager
for the 500 Festival, which organizes Indianapolis Mini-Marathon. “I
think a lot of them are running in
memory of what happened.”
Bulla said security could be increased for the race but that there
are no plans to change the route
of the largest half-marathon in
the nation.
two explosions (1 and 2, above) came
The tragedy touched the Taylor The
from homemade bombs filled with nails,
alumni community in the Boston
shards of metal and other shrapnel.
area as well.
Julia Clemens (’07) works at the the blasts.
Boston Children’s Hospital and was
“My role as a child life specialist
called into the emergency depart- is to provide normalizing activities,
ment (ED) to deal with child victims who arrived with injuries from
Continued on page 2

Kahler, Wickham headline Youth Conference
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When sophomore Katy Spence attended Youth Conference in high
school, she didn’t anticipate how
much it would impact her. That
weekend, God changed her views
on what it meant to be a Christian.
“It was strategic planning on God’s
part,” Spence said.
Now, as co-director of the YC Cabinet, she and the rest of the cabinet
are hoping to make the same impact
this weekend.
At least 200 high school students
are expected to attend Youth Conference, which begins at 8:30 tonight in
Rediger Auditorium.
Activities will be run by the emcees, seniors Annessa Mosier and
Chris Hecox, and speaker Jesse
Kahler will give a message.
“Usually the emcees are just the
goofy ones,” Mosier said, “but this
year Jesse has actually asked us

Katy Spence, Laura Armstrong and
Eric Rupp make up this year’s Youth
Conference student leadership.

to do skits that are goofy and funny but then those skits will tie into
his messages.”
Kahler, a 2006 Taylor graduate,
will speak on the theme of “Abide,”
taken from John 15. Kahler is senior pastor of Archbold Evangelical
Church in Ohio and has served as senior YC co-director Eric Rupp’s youth
pastor in Archbold.
“He’ll be talking about life with
God and the importance of discipleship,” Rupp said.

Harvard Humanist
chaplain highlights
World Religions Week

Kahler will speak twice Saturday
and wrap up the conference Sunday
morning. Topics include abiding in
Christ as part of the vine, bearing
fruit and pruning areas of life that
do not bear fruit.
“Our hope every year is that their
(the students’) hearts become closer to God’s heart and that their relationship with Him grows in a deeper
way,” Mosier said. “With the theme
being ‘Abide,’ (it’s about) knowing
how to abide in His presence and
knowing how to allow the time that
they spend with Him . . . to transform
their lives and to produce fruit.”
Even when working behind the
scenes, Spence has been challenged
by the theme, particularly by spending time with God.
“The theme is abiding in Christ and
as I get more and more busy, it’s easy
to gloss over it,” she said.
In addition to Kahler’s messages,

“Humanizing Atheism” was the theme
of this year’s World Religions Week,
shaking students up a little bit, but in
a good way according to co-president
of global engagement Roger Mitchell.
Mitchell and co-president Anna
Medearis on the global engagement
cabinet felt the best way to help students understand atheism was to
bring an atheist to campus to speak
and share their perspective.
Chris Stedman, an atheist and
interfaith activist who serves as a
Humanist Chaplain at Harvard University, spoke to a packed recital hall
Sunday night.
Stedman shared his unique journey
of growing up in a nonreligious home,

Continued on page 2

Continued on page 2

Erika Norton
Staff Writer

They’re seeing, for some reason, college as
a commodity more than an investment. In
higher education, that’s the real battle for me.
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Top Five News Events of the Week
Teams search for survivors of
deadly Texas plant blast
usatoday.com

Senate Blocks Drive for Gun Control
nytimes.com

Woman confesses to involvement
in killing Texas prosecutors
reuters.com

Mississippi Man Arrested
in Ricin Scare
abcnews.com

Boston Marathon terror blast kills
3, injures over 144 including 8 kids
nydailynews.com

Boston continued

race,” Kenney said. “Even for them
not to be able to finish it, not to be
able to have it be the celebratory
day it’s supposed to be is just wildly disappointing.”
Kenney lives on the block where
the explosions occurred. She was
blocked from returning to her house
by authorities the night of the bombings and stayed at a friend’s house.
She said the normal noise and excitement for this time of year have
been replaced by a somber silence,
with police and government vehicles becoming a common sight.
Adrianne Davis told Kenney she
wants to run the marathon next year
with the other victims.
Lynn Fielitz, 53, ran the Boston
Marathon for the second time Monday. He ran past the site of the explosions just minutes before the
bombs detonated.
He was standing beyond the finish
line and facing away from the blasts
when they occurred. He turned
around and saw the smoke and was
soon ushered away from the area.
“Those little decisions that I made

all along the racetrack could have
changed (my) life,” Fielitz said of

homeland is not safe, according to
Tony Manganello, former Secret Service agent and current Director of
the Taylor Fund.
“Things like this just demonstrate
how vulnerable we are,” Manganello
said. “We live in an open society and
in general places like schools, movie
theaters and sporting events where
large groups of people are gathered,
generally under minimal security.
It’s almost impossible to stop attacks against soft targets like that
if somebody has the intent to do it.”
Law enforcement will continue
to raise security measures for the
short term due to newly realized
national threats, Manganello said.
Among the highest security priorities are sporting events, particularly those with a far-reaching impact.
Manganello cited the upcoming
London Marathon as an example
of strengthened security measures.
Due to the bombing’s apparent
lack of strategic placement and
timing, the event may be an isolated incident, Manganello said. However, he believes authorities should

not rule out other possibilities until all evidence and factors have
been examined.
According to a whitehouse.gov
blog, President Obama said Monday that “...people shouldn’t jump
to conclusions before we have all
the facts. But make no mistake—we
will get to the bottom of this. And
we will find out who did this; we’ll
find out why they did this. Any responsible individuals, any responsible groups will feel the full weight
of justice.”
Martin Richard, 8, of Boston died
in the blasts, as did Krystle Campbell of Arlington, Mass. The third
victim was Lu Lingzi, a Boston
University graduate student. Seventeen of the injured remain in critical condition.
A fire broke which broke out at
the nearby John F. Kennedy Library
around the same time is also being investigated. It is unclear what
started the fire and whether it has
any connection to the tragedy at
the marathon.

positive coping strategies and play
in the hospital setting,” Clemens
said via email. “I was able to continue to do that role—with kids affected by the explosion directly and
those who found themselves in the
ED for other reasons who were now
surrounded by it.”
Kia Kenney (’96) was visiting a
friend in a hospital outside of Boston when she heard news of the
detonations. She was on her way
back into the city to check on some
friends when she got the news that
they were not in good condition.
Her friends Adrianne and Adam
Davis are both in the hospital, having sustained injuries from the blast
while watching the race. Adrianne
had her lower left leg amputated
and Adam sustained heavy shrapnel injury but was released from
the hospital yesterday and faces
no amputations.
“The people that run the Boston
Marathon work sometimes their
whole lives to be able to do this

“The people that run the
Boston Marathon work
sometimes their whole
lives to be able to do this
race. Even for them not
to be able to finish it,
not to be able to have it
be the celebratory day
it’s supposed to be is just
wildly disappointing.”
—Kia Kenney

escaping harm. “It’s just horrible
that someone would do something
like that, and how many lives are
changed because (of) that.”
The Boston attacks served as yet
another reminder that America’s

Session 1

500 tickets for $10 each and recommend reserving them at the Youth ■■ Friday, 8:30-9:45pm
Youth Conference will host a Phil Conference website, YC.Taylor.edu.
Wickham concert Saturday.
Tickets will also be sold at the door
■■ Saturday, 9:45-10:45am
“I contacted about 15 artists and 7 to 9 p.m. Saturday.
record labels over the summer and
Aside from the concert, sessions
he was the only one who emailed are free to Taylor students and ■■ Saturday, 6:45-8:15pm
us back with the possibility of com- the community.
ing,” Spence said. “He’s pretty easy to
“(Kahler’s) stories are memorable
work with.”
and his style is very dynamic and ■■ Saturday, 9:30-11:00pm
Wickham will perform an acous- engaging. We think TU students will
tic show after artist Joe Paulson, a really enjoy his messages,” Rupp ■■ Sunday, 9:00-10:30am
2009 TU graduate, opens the evening. said. “They don’t apply only to high The full schedule and details are available on
Rupp and Spence are hoping to sell school students.”
the Youth Conference website, YC.Taylor.edu.
YC continued

Session 2
Session 3

Phil Wickham Concert
Session 4

WRW continued

converting to Christianity, and then
leaving the church, returning to agnostic atheism. Now a prominent interfaith activist, Stedman described
why he pursues and advocates interfaith work.
“Despite areas of disagreement,
significant as they are, we must find
ways to build understanding across
lines of religious differences and then
work together to improve the world,”
Stedman said.
As not only an atheist but a humanist, Stedman believes common
ground can be found through interfaith dialogue.
“We may not agree on the existence of God or an afterlife, but we
can agree that life in the here and now
requires a way to live and work together,” Stedman said.
Stedman hopes students at Taylor
walked away with a sense of curiosity to better understand other people’s
points of view.
“I think that Christian students
at Taylor should be reaching out
and sharing their stories with other
groups of people,” Stedman said.
Junior social work major Lizzy
Rand was moved by Stedman’s lecture.
“I thought it was interesting the way
he talked about the need for there to
be a strong sense of community within nonreligious people,” Rand said. “I
loved his perspective on how community is still so important within

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Chris Stedman, interfaith advocate, shared his atheism perspective Sunday night.

atheistic culture for the purpose of
bettering society.”
Expert in Muslim-Christian relations and Anna Medearis’ father, Carl
Medearis spoke at World Religions
Week chapel on Monday. He spoke
about the main principle depicted
in his most recent book “Speaking
of Jesus: The Art of Not-Evangelism,”
written to encourage Christians
to stop preaching Christianity and
preach Jesus.
“Theology and doctrine is not
enough; it’s an actual, living relationship with a real, live person and his
name is Jesus,” Carl Medearis said at
chapel Monday.
To conclude the week, Taylor grad
Jon Stanley shared his thoughts on
atheism last night.

Stanley spoke about his latest
book, “God Is Dead and I Don’t Feel
So Good Myself: Theological Engagements with the New Atheism,” which
is what the atheist critique can offer
Christ followers. He also explained
what it means to engage in common-good partnerships.
Mitchell and Anna Medaris both
grew up in very secular countries,
Mitchell in France and Medearis in
Lebanon, so understanding atheism
is a topic that was laid on both their
hearts for this year’s event.
“I think that in a Christian environment like this, it’s important to
prepare people for engaging outside,
not just in an argumentative, apologetic way, but to really listen first”
Mitchell said.

Taylor tests
scholarship
strategies to
attract students
Jon Stroshine
News Editor

Taylor Vice President of Enrollment
Management and Marketing Steve
Mortland used to be able to predict
with certainty the size of an incoming Taylor class of students.
That was just five years ago. Now,
that certainty is gone, and the
mindset of the prospective student
is changing.
“They’re seeing, for some reason,
college as a commodity more than
an investment,” Mortland said. “In
higher education, that’s the real battle for me.”
Amidst the spring battle to attract next year’s freshmen, Taylor
is testing two strategies this spring
that could help attract prospective students: department-specific
scholarships and financial aid for
intercollegiate academic teams, according to Mortland.
For the first, individual departments, rather than the financial aid
office, would deliver the financial aid
to a few of their incoming students.
The move could show the effects of
receiving money from a specific part
of Taylor rather than generally, according to Mortland.
“The pot’s not changing, it’s just
how you’re spending that money,
and how do you use that more effectively,” Mortland said. “You have to
be thinking through different ways,
and how does that communicate appropriate messages to students.”
The other method, which is being
tested on a smaller scale, would give
money to students for competing in
intercollegiate academic competition, like ethics bowl or math club.
The concept is similar to that for

intercollegiate athletics, in which
students are given money for participating in an activity which benefits the university.
“I think you could look at a model to do that differently down the
road,” Mortland said. “It also helps
them because they’re not every year
trying to find students to be part
of this program, they’ve got a core
of students.”
Mortland said his best guess is
that next year’s recruiting class will
be between 460 and 470 students,
although that is subject to change.
This year’s freshman class, the
largest in school history, included
around 500 students.
“When you have a big year, almost
always, you end up with a small . . .
next year,” Mortland said. “The way
that recruitment goes . . . every year
is going to be work.”
The U.S. Labor Department released a report Wednesday showing that the percentage of last year’s
high school graduates who entered
college this academic year is at its
lowest level since 2006.
The report found that 66.2 percent of 2012 high school grads went
to college the same year.
Eastbrook High School Guidance
Counselor Dee Ballinger said students are becoming more willing to
look into other types of schooling
besides four-year colleges.
“I think ( finance) has a lot to do
with it . . . college has become so
much more expensive,” Ballinger
said. “The price of college has gone
up well above all other (expenses).”
Dean of Students Skip Trudeau
noted that many schools have had
to dramatically cut their tuition to
attract students.
Taylor has been able to attract students consistently because of the
school’s commitment to its mission,
according to Trudeau.
“I feel dirty when I say, ‘How do we
brand ourselves,’” Trudeau said. “But
I think it’s becoming more and more
apparent to me that it’s something
we’ve got to take seriously.”

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Graphic Design
Youth
senior art exhibit, Conference, (all day,
6:30 p.m., MMVA Art
various locations)
Gallery
Youth Conference,
(various times
and locations)

Sunday

Monday

Youth Conference, Spring Break
(various times
chapel, 10 a.m.,
and locations)
Rediger Auditorium
Sunday Night
Community, 8 p.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Blood Drive, 9 a.m.,
Stuart Room
Lighthouse
informational
meeting, 8:45 p.m.,
MMVA 002

Lighthouse
informational
meeting, 8:45 p.m.,
MMVA 002

Jazz Ensemble
Concert, 7:30 p.m.,
Butz-Carruth Recital
Hall

LOCAL

Around 3 a.m. Sunday, eight shots were
fired from a handgun at RD’s Bar on 1525 S.
McClure Street in Marion.
Marion shooting leaves three injured
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Spring Garden Education
Series hopes to inspire
Lexie V. Owen

perennials and preparing a garden.
Her program will also include cooking and crafting. According to RichMarion’s second annual Spring Garden erson, the most important reason for
Education Series is drawing to a close. gardening education is so people can
On April 27, Richerson will teach a pro- eat in a healthier manner.
gram about growing and using herbs.
“Many people are interested in
The final program of the year will
gardening
and are a little nervous
feature Sheri Ann Richerson, a Gold
Level Master Gardener, Indiana Masabout doing it and have lots of
ter Naturalist Intern and author of 42
questions. It’s good to get the experts
gardening books.
in there to break down gardening and
The series is sponsored by the Marthey’re also there to help make it fun.”
ion Community Garden Association
—Mary Eckerle
and organized by Mary Eckerle, the
director of the Marion Public Library,
“Food is shipped hundreds of miles,
where the series is being hosted. Gardening experts and educators come to picked before it is ripe and not as full
speak on various subjects.
of nutrients as it is when you pick it
“Many people are interested in gar- from your own garden,” Richerson
dening and are a little nervous about said. “Hopefully they will understand
doing it and have lots of questions,” how important it is to grow food and
Eckerle said. “It’s good to get the ex- how it can benefit the local commuperts in there to break down garden- nity as a whole.”
ing and they’re also there to help make
Leslie Gottschalk, CSA manager at
it fun.”
Victory Acres, is a large supporter of
Six programs have taken place al- gardening education. According to her,
ready and have covered such topics getting back to the basics of food is
as container gardening, companion beneficial for the community.
gardening, garden spacing, compost“It’s important to know why we need
ing, vegetable insects, annuals and to support farmers,” Gottschalk said.
Staff Writer

“There’s this gap between humans and
food now.”
According to Eckerle, the Garden
Education Series is specifically targeted to people who own plots in the
community gardens. However, all people in the community are welcome
to attend.
“This (event) gives people skills if
they have a community garden plot.”
said Robert Ayres, President of the
Marion Community Gardens Association. “It helps people with little experience to gain the knowledge to grow
their own garden.”
Taylor students and community
members may be able to apply this
gardening knowledge soon, in the
4,000 square foot garden opening this
summer east of the Randall Center.

Photograph provided by Sheri Ann Richerson

Marion Community Gardens allows community members to rent out a plot of land.

In-depth Coverage:
For more information on the gardening series, call Mary Eckerle at 765668-2900 x133.
For more information on speaker
Sheri Ann Richerson, can be found
on her website
sheriannricherson.com.

Photographs provided by Sheri Ann Richerson

Previous Spring Garden programs featured segments on herbs and cocoa plants.

‘Adopt, don’t shop’

Marion
shooting
leaves three
injured

The Allen County Shelter’s
Third Annual Pet Expo
raises awareness of
homeless animals in
needs of forever homes

the shelter pursues that mission is by
promoting adoption.
“In the rescue community, we like to
say, ‘Adopt, don’t shop,’ because there
are so many animals in shelters and in
foster care who need healthy, loving
homes,” Henry said. “I’m excited for
Paula Weinman
everything, but I’m most excited for
the potential for so many homeless
Contributor
animals to find their forever homes.”
This weekend, the Allen County ShelExpo attendees will have the opporter for the Prevention of Cruelty to tunity to talk with several different
Animals (SPCA) will welcome thou- shelters and rescue missions about
sands of people—along with dozens adoption. Many of the shelters are
of cats and dogs—to the third annual breed-specific, including GRAACE (a
Northern Indiana Pet Expo. The Expo golden retriever rescue) and Almost
will take place at the Memorial Coli- Home Dachshund Rescue Society.
seum in Fort Wayne.
“Honoring these dogs is truly
Attendees will have the opportuniimportant. These dogs love their
ty to meet representatives from over
jobs, do their jobs, and they ask
20 different animal rescue and shelter centers, participate in games and
for nothing in return except the
attend educational seminars. Indiana
love and care of their handler.”
Artist Terry Ratliff will be painting
—John Meeks
caricatures of attending pets, and hit
performance team The Canine Stars
One of the other organizations to
will be putting on two of their popu- be featured is the U.S. War Dogs Assolar traveling shows, in which several ciation, an organization that seeks to
enthusiastic dogs perform entertain- educate the public about the canine
members of the U.S. Military.
ing, high-energy stunts.
As director of the Expo, Jessica HenJohn Meeks, the director of the
ry hopes that the event will be both local chapter of this organization,
fun and educational. “The Allen Coun- believes the Expo will be an ideal opty Shelter’s main mission is to prevent portunity for people to learn about
the cruel treatment of animals,” she military dogs.
said. One of the most important ways
“The more people I can make

Suspect from the late-night
bar fight has yet to be found
Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/Copy Editor

Courtesy of Allen County SPCA

Allen County SPCA provides good homes for dozens of ownerless dogs every year.

contact with, the more I can educate them about these dogs, the better,” he said. “Honoring these dogs is
truly important. These dogs love their
jobs, do their jobs, and they ask for
nothing in return except the love and
care of their handler.”
The Exposition will also offer educational seminars, many of them focused on educating pet owners about
how to better care for their pets. Attendees will have the opportunity
to learn about pet message, canine
body language and selecting the right
kind of pet food. All of these seminars
will help owners to nurture the valuable relationships between pet and
pet owner. After all, pet ownership

Weather Forecast
Designed by McLean Roberts
Today’s
UV index for
Upland

In-depth Coverage:
To learn more, pet owners interested in bringing their pets to the event
should visit the Northern Indiana Pet
Exposition website for a release form
at northernindianapetexpo.org.
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is anything but a one-sided deal,
said Henry.
“The healthier the relationship between pet owner and pet,” Henry said,
“the more enriching that relationship
will be for everyone.”
Admission for the Expo is $5 for
adults and $3 for children ages six
and older. Children under the age of
five will be admitted for free.
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Courtesy of Marion Police Department

Suspect, Jerry D. Campbell Jr.,
has yet to be apprehended.

Three people were left injured in a
shooting in a Marion bar last Sunday. The police believe the shots were
fired after a fight was ignited over a
woman, according to the Marion
Chronicle-Tribune.
Around 3 a.m. Sunday, eight shots
were fired from a handgun at RD’s
Bar on 1525 S. McClure Street. By the
time the police arrived, they found
three victims with multiple gunshot
wounds, according to Fox59 News.
Marion Police Deputy Chief David
Day believes that Jerry D. Campbell
Jr., 29, of Marion is believed to be the
shooter. Day told the Chronicle-Tribune that the police department believes Nico Vasquez, 21, to be the main
target of the shooting.
Vasquez was found with five gun
shot wounds in his chest, torso and
legs. He and another victim, Anthony Jackson, 40, were in critical condition when found, according to Day.
The two were taken to the Fort Wayne
trauma center where they were declared stable but in serious condition.
The third victim, Shawn Jones, 36,
was shot only once in the torso. He
was treated at Marion General Hospital and released, according to Day.
The Marion Police Department is
seeking information on Campbell’s
whereabouts for the charge of three
counts of attempted murder. Campbell is listed as 6 feet 2 inches tall and
185 pounds.
In-depth Coverage:
Contact the Marion Police Department with any information about the
shooting or location of the suspect at
765-662-9981 or call Crime Stoppers
at 765-668-8168.
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Korea
makes
demands

To see a wrong and not expose it
is to become a silent partner to
its continuance.
Ricin poison found in letter to Obama
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HILARIOUS
HEADLINES
Pontiff pays

North Korea agreed to
begin negotiations which
could lead to peace talks by
sending a list of demands to
the U.S. and South Korea
Claire Hadley
World Editor

North Korea has agreed to start dialogue with the U.S. and South Korea
if the U.N. sanctions against it are
lifted. North Korea also demanded
the end of joint American-South KoAfter being elected pontiff, Pope Franrean military exercises.
cis I returned to the Church-run resiBy knowing that both the U.S.
dence where he has been staying and
and South Korea have no intention
This is not the first time that President Obama has been the target of an attack.
insisted on paying the bill, as well as
packing his belongings himself. Deof accepting these demands, North
Korea is proving that is will not
spite now being in charge of the busistand down anytime soon, and will
ness as head of the church, Francis
wanted to give a good example.
continue the military standoff that
has already held for weeks, accord- Letters addressed to
ing to The New York Times.
KC and I approve this message,” the postal facilities before being cleared.
Big, fat, sugary lies
President Obama and two
But South Korean analysts are
Guardian reported.
“It just reminds you that with public
The letters were postmarked Mem- service comes the real possibility that
beginning to raise careful hopes Mississippi politicians
phis, Tenn., according to the Guard- you could be a target,” said Sen. Pat
because North Korea has begun are believed to contain
ian. On Wednesday the FBI announced Roberts, R-Kan. to CNN, after Capitol
responding to offers for dialogue. the poison ricin
They hope that North Korea might
the arrest of Paul Kevin Curtis. Curtis Police evacuated the first floor of the
be ready give up the hostile disClaire Hadley
was apprehended by federal author- Hart Senate Office Building Wednesday.
course that is bringing the peninities at his home in Corinth, Miss., “But on the other side of it, we have an
World Editor
sula, and the rest of the world, close
CNN reported.
excellent police force, and I think they’ll
to conflict.
Letters sent to President Barack
get to the bottom of it.”
“It just reminds you that
Obama and two other political memAccording to the FBI, the letter to
with public service comes
“They should give formal
bers were found to contain the deadObama contained “a granular sub- A New Jersey bakery was shut down
the real possibility that
ly poison ricin, according the the
stance that preliminarily tested positive by the FDA after finding sugar in its
assurances before the world
you could be a target.”
for ricin,” the Chicago Tribune reported. “sugar free” foods and saturated fats in
Chicago Tribune. The other letters
that they would not stage again
were addressed to Sen. Roger WickFederal investigators state that there is its “fat free” snacks. Butterfly Bakery
–Sen. Pat Roberts, R-Kan.
such nuclear war drills to
er, R-Miss., and a Mississippi justice
no connection between the ricin inci- advertised it products as “Made with
threaten or blackmail (us).”
official. Government mail-screening
After hearing of the arrest, Wicker re- dent and the attack in Boston.
100% Love” after repeated violations.
Ricin is made from castor beans,
facilities found the letters to Obama leased a statement thanking “the men
–The Policy Department of the
and women of the FBI and U.S. Capitol and with no known antidote, the size Deep secrets
and Wicker.
National Defence Commission
Preliminary tests on all three let- Police for their professionalism and de- of the head of a pin, 500 micrograms,
ters proved inconclusive, so the letters cisive action in keeping our family and can kill within 36 hours. Exposure
“They should take measures of re- were sent out for a round of second, staff safe from harm,” according to CNN. through touch or inhalation can cause
tracting the U.N. Security Council’s more rigorous testing. The results He also announced that his offices in severe symptoms, but only inhalation
‘resolutions on sanctions’ cooked came back positive for ricin.
Mississippi and Washington would re- is known to be fatal, NBC News reportThe letters contained a powdery main open for business.
ed. It can be easily produced by simply
up under absurd pretexts. They
Since the 2001 anthrax attacks, grinding the castor beans. Death reshould give formal assurances be- substance and a note that read “To
fore the world that they would not see a wrong and not expose it is to during which five people died, all mail sults from internal hemorrhaging that
stage again such nuclear war drills become a silent partner to its contin- for Congress members and the White leads to the collapse of major organ
to threaten or blackmail (us),” The uance.” Both letters were signed “I am House has been handled at off-site systems, according to the Guardian.
Policy Department of the NationScientists announced mid-March
al Defence Commission, North
that they had broken into the DNA
Korea’s highest governing body, remake a difference in ensuring better of a giant squid, opening secrets of
leased in a statement, The New York
standards for gun purchases, accord- the haunting deep-sea creature. They
Times said.
have found that the beast is not as
ing to the BBC.
vocalized an infringement on the
They continued saying that “dia- Initial changes to gun laws
“This was a pretty shameful day for rare as we may assume, as it lives in
logue and war cannot co-exist.”
second amendment, and the Nation- Washington,” Obama said in a report a community of large numbers.
have been defeated, but the
North Korea demanded a res- issue has not been dropped
al Rifle Association (NRA) has actively by the BBC. “But this effort is not over.”
protested the proposed bill, accordolute decision from the U.S. and,
what it called, the “puppet South,”
Rachel Vachon
ing to Reuters.
or else the rest of the world would
“As we have noted previously, exStaff Writer
feel the “sledge-hammer blow of
panding background checks, at gun
shows or elsewhere, will not reduce
our army and the people,” according to Reuters.
violent crime or keep our kids safe
The U.S. counter-demanded that
in their schools,” the NRA said in
they will join in talks on the condia statement released after the bill
tion that North Korea abandon its
was defeated.
nuclear weapons ambitions. North
Expressing one sentiment among
Korea responded that its nuclear
many surrounding this debate, a
arms are a “treasured sword” and
spectator at Wednesday’s Senate dewill vow to never give them up, Recision called out “shame on you,” acuters reported.
cording to Reuters. This statement
A spokesman for North Korea’s
was later echoed by President Obama.
While there are those who are reCommittee for the Peaceful Relieved tighter gun laws have not been
unification of Korea said that the
North was technically at a nuclear
passed, there are still others, namely
war with the U.S. last month when
those who have lost someone in a rethey declared the 1953 armistice “tocent shooting, who are upset about
tally nullified.”
this recent turn of events.
North Korea complained that
“The next time there’s a mass
South Korea must also stop making
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid
led
the
gun
reform
discussion.
negative statements about it, like
shooting and they’re asked what
accusing North Korea for the cyber
they did to prevent it, they’re
attack that paralyzed South Korean President Barack Obama spoke out
going to have to say nothing.”
computer networks, closing broad- against Wednesday’s decision to reThe M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership at Azusa Pacific is an
–Erica Lafferty
cast stations and banks last month, ject laws to expand background
overseas program that includes a semester spent in downtown Los Angeles
according to The New York Times. checks for purchasing guns, accordfollowed by two years living abroad at one of nine partnership sites in
slum communities.
Secretary of State John Kerry vis- ing to Reuters. The new law was deited the region earlier this month, nied on a 54-46 vote in the Senate
“The next time there’s a mass shootIn this integrated approach to leadership development and social
attempting to gain a first-hand where it needed 60 votes to pass.
ing and they’re asked what they did to
entrepreneurship, students earn their master’s degree while living among
After December’s shooting at Sandy prevent it, they’re going to have to say
assessment of the situation and
the world’s 1.3 billion urban poor. Graduates emerge equipped as catalysts
calm nerves both at home and in Hook Elementary in Newton, Conn. nothing,” said Erica Lafferty in a refor spiritual, social, and economic change.
the region. Kerry said “our prefer- that threw the country into a flurry port by CNN. Lafferty was the daughence would be to get to talks,” but of debate, the U.S. government reex- ter of the Newton school’s principal.
45 units • Two-year program • Accredited by WASC
he restated Washington’s demands amined its stance on gun control, acAndrew Goddard, whose son was
that North Korea must prove their cording to The New York Times. The shot in the 2007 Virginia Tech shootintent to denuclearize before the proposed bill included bans on as- ing and survived, expresses his frusNow enrolling for fall! Apply by April 30.
talks can start, reported the New sault weapons, high-capacity mag- tration with the issue in an article by
York Times.
azines and thorough background The New York Times.
(805) 290-0441
North Korea has a track record checks before purchasing guns.
“It’s almost like you can see the finof threatening the U.S. and South
Despite Wednesday’s defeat, the ish line, but you just can’t get there,”
matul@apu.edu
Korea into giving them conces- Senate will still be considering gun Goddard said
www.apu.edu/matul
sions, only to repeat the process laws, where school safety and gun
“It’s more annoying to be able to see
later and push for more, according trafficking are concerned, according it and not get to it.”
to Reuters. The U.S. and South Ko- to CNN. Political energy has dwinPresident Obama plans to continrea both said that this cycle must dled, though, in the wake of Decem- ue seeking tighter measures for gun
ber’s shooting, where opponents control. He hopes that voters will
and will cease.

Ricin poison found in letter to Obama

Senate rejects gun laws
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I have a feeling marketing students aren’t
used to marketing this sort of thing.
Next nanosatellite to extend beyond
engineering majors

TheEchoNews.com
The

  Geek
Briefs

ELEO-Sat will give
students of all majors
chance to participate
David Adams

It’s just a plastic model created using Taylor’s 3-D printer right now.
EA voted ‘worst com- But in less than two years, the Expany’ for second year tremely Low Earth Orbit Satellite
Electronic Arts (EA) (ELEO-Sat) could be on its way to
was voted the “Worst near-space through the eighth cycle
Company in America” for the second of the Air Force University Nanosat
straight year by Consumerist. Custom- Program (UNP).
er complaints about requiring some
What stands between ELEO-Sat and
games to be played while connected to its adventure in the ionosphere? The
the Internet, charging extra money to satellites being built by nine other
unlock features within full-priced games schools, including the University of
and poor customer service drove EA California Los Angeles, the Universito victory as angry gamers across the ty of Florida and the Georgia Institute
Web united to send EA to its fate. COO of Technology.
Peter Moore issued an apology followThat’s where you come in. Because
ing Consumerist’s
only the best satellite will fly.
announcement.
ELEO-Sat was chosen by the UNP for
EA beat Bank of
the latest in a series of two-year competitions that selects nanosatellites,
America in the figenerally no larger than microwaves,
nal round of the
bracket-style comto launch into Earth orbit. Taylor
petition with 78
was one of ten applicants chosen
percent of the vote. bit.ly/EA-worst
S&T Editor

Obama seeks funds for asteroid
mission
President Obama wants NASA to capture a small asteroid and place it in
high earth orbit within the next decade. He’s asking Congress for $105
million to do it as part of the $17.7
billion NASA budget for fiscal year 2014.
The 20 to 30-foot wide asteroid would
serve as a target for astronauts to visit
in 2021 using NASA’s Orion crew capsule
and new Space Launch System. The
program would encourage the development of solar-electric propulsion
techniques, better
asteroid detection
and deep space
command and control systems.
bit.ly/asteroid-mission
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Next nanosatellite to extend beyond engineering majors
S&T Editor

David Adams

April 19, 2013

to compete, from an initial pool of
30 schools.
Taylor is the only Christian institution and by far the smallest chosen.
The nearest competitor is the Missouri University of Science and Technology, which enrolls approximately
7,600 students.
ELEO-Sat gives Taylor a platform
to increase its reputation nationally,
according to sophomore Kate Yoshino, who will serve as ELEO-Sat’s project manager.
“You can see all those universities
up there, and then there’s little Taylor,” Yoshino said. “We’re in this big
pool with all these big names, and
it’s a unique opportunity to not only
show what Taylor’s about.” The program is also a chance for Taylor to
share its message.
Because of the competitive nature and wider scope of the project
than TSAT, the predecessor to ELEOSat that will be launched through a
NASA program later this year, Yoshino
is looking for students outside of the
School of Natural and Applied Sciences to assist with bringing the project
to fruition.

A brief lesson in ‘Garbology’
Stewards of Creation
analyze Taylor trash
Paula Weinman
Contributor

A brand-new pocket Bible, a damp
pack of blank thank-you cards, a
smeared metal spoon and five bulging bags of recyclable material—all
rescued from the trash cans of three
Taylor dorms on April 9.
These were the results of Stewards
of Creation’s third annual recycling
event, which the group affectionately
calls Garbology.
Half experiment, half service project,
Garbology measured the amount of reGoogle announces third Fiber city cyclable materials that Taylor dorms
Within a month of announcing Austin, send to the landfills every day. This
Tex., would become the second city to year, the group focused on Gerig, Swalreceive Google’s high-speed Internet low-Robin and Samuel Morris.
service, the search giant added another
They found that in each dorm,
city to the coveted list Thursday: Provo, nearly 20 percent of the collected trash
Utah. Google Fiber offers speeds of up could have been recycled or compostto 1 gigabit per second, about 100 times ed. Stewards of Creation members
faster than average speeds, for $70 a hope that their findings will encourage
month—following a $300 installation the community to learn more about
fee. Analysts note that Google appears how to recycle and reduce waste.
to be targeting citAround a dozen people gathered in
ies with developthe campus maintenance building at
ing tech industries
9:00 p.m., armed with a scale and laoutside of Silicon
tex gloves.
“We had housekeeping collect from
Valley. No plans
the dorms we haven’t sampled in past
are yet in place to
years,” Stewards of Creation presibring Fiber to anbit.ly/Fiber-3
other city.
dent Ryan Earls told members.
One more thing to A-C-E ace! <clap, clap> Woo!

summer

“This is only half a day of trash,”
Earls said.
Trash bags were sorted according to the building from which they
came. After weighing the trash, members opened the bags and collected
all recyclable materials, sorting them
into piles of plastic, paper, metal and
compost. Attendees then weighed
the remaining trash, and using the
two weight measurements—with recyclables and without—Stewards of
Creation calculated the percentage of
each dorm’s daily waste output that
could have been recycled.
Before recycling the materials they
found, Stewards of Creation displayed
the bags outside of Rediger as part of
Green Day Chapel last week.
“It’s always an eye-opener,” Taylor Sustainability Coordinator Kevin
Crosby said.
He was quick to emphasize that Garbology is meant to promote awareness
of Taylor’s collective habits—not to act
as a precise research experiment.
Ryan agreed. “If you want to know
Taylor,” he said, “look at its trash.”
The full Garbology results were published officially in the “The Green Plunger,” Stewards of Creation’s biweekly
newsletter. Contact Stewards of Creation at SOC@Taylor.edu or visit the
group’s Facebook page at facebook.
com/groups/SOC.TU to receive a copy.

Marketing students could help generate funding for the project. Business
and finance students would handle
accounting. Students with Web design skills could manage ELEO-Sat’s
online presence. Media communication or professional writing students
could publicize the project. Education majors would have the opportunity to develop curriculum to share
ELEO-Sat’s mission in Marion and Noblesville High Schools.
Yoshino also encourages students
of all majors to consider how they
could contribute to the project and
propose their ideas.
Engineering capstone students will
complete the construction of ELEOSat in capstone classes over the next
two years, with completion scheduled for J-term 2015. Other students
will work alongside them as ELEO-Sat
comes to life.
The ELEO-Sat program will provide
unique opportunities for students to
expand their skills in a real-world
project. “I have a feeling marketing
students aren’t used to marketing this
sort of thing,” Yoshino said.
Senior David Lew, who worked on

Taylor Trash

online.taylor.edu/summer
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Digital divide shrinking steadily
Pew Internet study finds
access is expanding
across ethnic groups
Kyle Carruthers

more integrated into society, the gap
shrinks to include only those who
have no desire to explore the Internet.
“Among adults who do not use the
BIB110 Biblical Literature I
Internet, almost half have told us that
the main reason they don’t go online
Staff Writer/Copy Editor
BIB210 Biblical Literature II
is because they don’t think the InterBIB370 Romans
As access to technology in- net is relevant to them,” Pew Internet
CAS110 Public Speaking
creases, a socio-economic di- reported. “Most have never used the
CAS120 Interpersonal Communication
vide forms between those with Internet before, and don’t have anyaccess to the benefits of tech- one in their household who does.”
ECO201 Principles of Microeconomics
nology and those who either
ECO202 Principles of Macroeconomics
cannot afford them or do not
“Among adults who do not
ENG110 Expository Writing
desire them—a trend known
use the Internet, almost half
ENG230 World Literature
as the digital divide.
have told us that the main
Recent research from the
HIS124 History of the United States I
reason
they don’t go online is
Pew Internet and American
HIS125 History of the United States II
Life Project shows that gap
because they don’t think the
MAT110 Finite Mathematics
might be closing, as the findings
Internet is relevant to them.”
MAT120 Investigations in Mathematics
demonstrate an increase in the
— Pew Internet study
widespread use of the Internet
PHI413 Contemporary Christian Belief
among all demographics.
PHP100 Fitness for Life
The digital access gap grew
Only 20 percent of those who do
PHP200R Running
smaller between Hispanics and not wish to use the Internet said they
PHP402 Administration of Human Performance whites, according to a study knew enough to begin using the Interdone by Pew Internet, a project net. Only one in 10 said they wanted
POS100 American Politics
to begin using the Internet or features
of the Pew Research Center.
PSY110 Foundations of Psychology
Between 2009 and 2012, the like email in the future.
PSY200 Introduction to Psychology
As the Internet becomes more inpercentage of adult Latino InREL313 Historic Christian Belief
ternet users grew from 64 per- tegrated into culture, the number of
cent to 78 percent. During the U.S. citizens who do not find it releSOC220 Ethnic and Minority Issues
same period, white adult us- vant or who do not know much about
Classes are online and flexible with no meeting
ers increased from 80 percent it will shrink. Older generations will
to 87 percent. Usage among be replaced with younger generations
times. Register through Tower.Tuition is $350/hr.
blacks grew from 72 percent to who have never known a time without Wi-Fi.
78 percent.
As the Internet becomes
Although the divide is narrowing,

blackboard

TSAT, said his experience with the
project helped him easily land a job
with New Eagle, an automotive engineering firm, in January. Non-engineering majors working on ELEO-Sat
will gain technical skills that could
open up career possibilities for them
as well.
Not to mention, Lew said, that students working on ELEO-Sat will be
pioneers for Taylor’s budding satellite program.
Junior Joe Emison, who will be the
lead engineer for ELEO-Sat, believes
the project’s value extends beyond individual students gaining experience.
“In the long run, this will be really
beneficial to every program at Taylor.
In the short run, particularly the engineering program,” Emison said. “But
what this is going to do in the long
run is it’s going to bring in students
who are already really good at what
they do, students who might not have
heard of Taylor otherwise.”
If you are interested in working on
the ELEO-Sat program, plan to attend
an informational meeting on May 2 at
7 p.m. in Nussbaum 210, or email Yoshino at kate_yoshino@taylor.edu.

this only makes challenges for students who come from underprivileged backgrounds more harrowing
as technological skill becomes more
necessary to function in society.
Another Pew report found that
“teachers of the lowest income students are more than twice as likely as
teachers of the highest income students (56 percent versus 21 percent)
to say that students’ lack of access to
digital technologies is a ‘major challenge’ to incorporating more digital
tools into their teaching.”
It also reported that 92 percent
of teachers believed that the Internet had a significant impact on their
search for teaching material.
Just as poverty is associated with
insufficient food, clothing and shelter, perhaps another association will
be a lack of knowledge or access to
common technology. Charities give
out food and clothing, and now charities exist that provide technological
training to impoverished children.
According to CNN, the “Brilliant Bus”
has traveled around Florida and provided students with free computer tutoring since 2009.
Although the number of people
who are divided from the digital
world is shrinking, those who are still
affected by it have a growing disadvantage as technology becomes more
of a foundational fixture.
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We wanted to make people stop and take
a second look at culture. Mosaic Night:
enlighten and be enlightened
Mosaic Night 2013: enlighten and be
enlightened
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Mosaic Night 2013: enlighten and be enlightened
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Improv comedy and straight faces
“We try to have a show every month,
although sometimes our schedules
don’t line up correctly,” said senior Julia Mattice.
For each show, there is a one dollar ticket fee that has gone to a variety of venues.
“Last year we spent it to donate a
camel in a third world country. This
kind of donation marks the quirky
yet caring attitude of the group,” Andersen said. “We have also partnered
with OneVerse and other organizations to benefit those in need of our
revenue. Occasionally, we will go on
McDonalds runs and purchase large
amounts of chicken nuggets to feed
the hungry, which at 11 o’clock is usually us college students.”
Each Tuesday night, the group consistently meets to practice. Since they
run only on improvisation, practice
can be difficult, and the team memPhotography by Michah Hancock
bers must learn to think on their feet.
Rice Pilaf’s Mark Taylor entertains juniors during J-Awards.
“We play games that require us
“Our practices are formed exactRice Pilaf, Taylor’s
my soup.”
to think quickly on our feet, and our ly like a real show. We begin with
particular style is with a short form the same games, end with the same
“Well that blows!”
improvisational comedy, is
Rice
Pilaf
members
laughed
and
which
basically means we keep our games, and experiment with new
always new, always original,
kept the puns going during their games short and sweet, around two games or practice old ones in the
and keeps its audience
Tuesday night practice, playing one to seven minutes for each game,” middle,” said Andersen. “Though
coming back for more
of their games, “Soup’s On.” Made up said Organizer of Rice Pilaf, junior a common perception is that imof 10 members, Rice Pilaf, Taylor’s im- Blake Andersen.
prov should require no practice, our
Ronni Meier
provisational comedy group, is styled
Recently they have performed in practices help us learn each other’s
similarly to the once popular show the Union raising money for the Beck- strengths and weaknesses and unite
Contributor
“Whose Line Is It Anyway,” and they ett Fund and in the chapel during the our thinking as a group.”
“Waitress! There’s a hurricane in are sure to keep you laughing.
J-Awards.
Some of the skits and games they

play include “World’s Worst,” where
members act out a professional acting poorly on the job, “Say It Again,
Sam,” where players must repeat scenarios and rework phrases after the
ringing of a bell, and “Press Conference” where the interviewers must
give subtle hints to help the interviewee figure out who/what he or
she is.
“Rice Pilaf is always new, always
original,” said another member, senior Jack Galbriath.
Rice Pilaf advertises though Bob
Craton emails, posters in the Union
and DC and by word of mouth.
“Taylor students should come to
our shows for a few reasons,” Andersen said. “Where else are you going
to find a show with these improvisational qualities and audience participation? You can only go open housing
a limited number of times on Friday
night before people see it as a desperate plea to get the ring by spring. We
provide a rare experience of humor,
enjoyment, wit and a bit of crossing the line that keeps people on the
edge of their seats with a belly full
of laughter.”
Rice Pilaf has a show on April 26
at 9 p.m. in the Recital Hall and another during the Freshman Formal
on May 3.

Seven senior girls and Friday afternoon lemonade stands
Angelina Burkholder
L&T Editor

Photographs by Timothy P. Riethmiller
In order from top to bottom, left to right:
Nicole McCardy and Janae Durr sing out together in “I Will Sing.”
Jerchovia Moxey pauses during her dance “To Make You Feel my Love.”
Taylor Eaton, Yongwook Hong and Paul Milligan belt out the “Lion King Medley.”
Mwangi Maina performs a dance of “My Songs Know What You Did in the Dark.”
Celeste Harris shares an intimate moment through song.
Caitlin Black enlightens the audience with a beautiful dance.

Move-In
Special!

Angelina Burkholder
L&T Editor

WAIVED Security Deposit
if you like us on Facebook

Priced per apartment,
not per person

1- Bedroom
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$500 rent
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Close to Campus
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Off-Street Parking
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More Info:
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765-677-0996

Lights flicker back and forth as leftover food aromas mingle in the air
and conversation buzzes. Students fill
out the seats and spill into the aisles,
chattering about Mosaic Night 2013.
The show is over, but the success of
another cultural celebration follows
the attendees out the door.
Senior Nandy Rajanayakam, president of MESA, began planning for the
special night almost a year ago in May
when she was elected as president of
the club. With a little chocolate at her
side and a pretty smile on her face, she
garnered the help of countless people
to create a night showcasing the beauty of culture engulfing Taylor’s student
body. Performers, MESA members
and light and sound crews put in a
staggering number of hours. But in
the end, it was worth it. It all began
with a simple theme: enlightenment.
“We as a cabinet didn’t want to do
things the way it’s always been done,”
Rajanayakam said. “We wanted to
make people stop and take a second
look at culture, and stop and take a
second look at stereotyping and racism and think twice about it.” So the
theme of enlightenment took hold,
splashing across each act in the show,
weaving through the entire night with
hopes of wiping away racial ignorance
with cultural knowledge.
Rows of lights hung in the backdrop
of the stage as the metaphor of the
night. They hung unlit at the beginning, signifying lack of understanding,
but shone brightly at the end, portraying the audience’s new intake of
knowledge. “It was to symbolize that
right now you are sitting in the dark,

but as the show progresses, you’ll understand more and more about these
people and their culture and how vulnerable it is to be in Mosaic Night,” Rajanayakam said.
The whole night was about vulnerability, about sharing from a deeply personal part of life and giving that away
freely for the audience to do with as
it pleases. Perhaps the night is more
for the performers than for the audience. With so many different cultural
groups on campus, getting a chance
to express culture and weave a story
of home doesn’t happen a lot. It’s just
one way for these students to remember their upbringing and celebrate it
by sharing with others. “There’s a big
piece of vulnerability to it,” Rajanayakam said. “You’re on stage, not just
singing a popular song that’s on the radio a lot, but you’re singing from home,
from things that are meaningful to you
for personal reasons that people may
not understand.”
And perhaps that’s the beauty in
tasting a new food during Global Market and watching brilliant colors swirl
on the stage as culture flows freely. Vulnerability in both the performer and
those watching. Choosing to release
information and choosing to accept
it—it takes vulnerability on both sides
of the stage. “In Mosaic Night you get
that sense that people are sharing with
you and in that way you are enlightened about what’s personal to them
and what’s meaningful to them,” Rajanayakam said.
What has meaning is always subjective, but there is no denying the value and power behind culture and the
beauty that comes from the sharing
of it.

Seven girls. A couple pitchers. Lemonade mix. Sounds like a couple kids
selling lemonade at a garage sale,
right? Wrong. These seven girls are
Taylor seniors and they love lemonade.
Perhaps you noticed a group of girls
selling lemonade for a quarter one
Friday near the DC and wondered why.
It all started a little over two weeks
ago around a Thursday night dinner
table. Put seven senior girls together
in one room and there is bound to be
plenty of laughing and maybe just a
little bit of genius.
The seven girls live together in a
house they lovingly dub as “The Villa.” On Thursday nights they have
family dinner and that’s where the

dreaming began.
“We started eating out of a big tub of
ice cream,” Megan Frantz said.
With ice cream filled mouths, the
conversation quickly jumped to lemonade and memories of childhood
lemonade stands.
“We were talking about when we
sold lemonade as kids and how funny it would be if we sold it on campus,”
Lindsey Kalk said. “We didn’t know
how it would end up but the next day,
we were selling lemonade.”
After discovering that noon to 1 p.m.
the very next day was an open hour
And for that night, they shoved homework back into the bags and ignored
classwork for a night of carefree fun.
“We were all thinking, ‘oh my gosh,
I have so much to do, tonight is my
homework night’ which just shows

Little Trojan
Samgrams

that we don’t do things like that and
that makes it more fun for us,” Brianna Parker said. “All of us were willing
to put everything aside for the night.”
With school books put away, they
rushed to the grocery store to buy
supplies. “We just don’t get to be
goofy all the time, we’re seniors and
trying to be responsible,” Lindsay Emery said.
But that Thursday night, goofiness
came galore. Colorful sidewalk chalk
was thrown into the cart and in a matter of hours, Taylor’s sidewalks were
decorated with arrows, times and pictures advertising the lemonade sale.
The next day, promptly at noon
the girls were ready with their lemonade. Bewildered students walking
to and from lunch stopped to inspect
the stand, grabbing lemonade on the

way to class.
“It’s a point in the day for us just to
have fun,” Stephanie Caudle said.
For the seven girls, it was a time of
connection over a little plastic cup of
lemonade as graduation came closer and separation loomed. But beyond themselves, the little cup turned
out to be more than just a means
of bonding.
“It’s just a cool way for us to get back
on campus. It’s kind of cool to feel
almost like a freshman again.” Emery said.
For just an hour, they left behind
their busy student roles to feel a little freer and younger. “There’s all this
after school adult responsibility and
its nice to forget about it for a minute
and just be with each other,” Caudle said.

by Rodrigo Carneiro

Echograms #TaylorU

There’s no denying the fun they had
with the afternoon vacation. “It was a
big party at the stop sign,” Carly Wagner agreed.
For now, they plan on keeping their
lemonade a tradition for the rest of
the year and every week they’ll be at
a new location. Follow the chalk on
Friday afternoons for a cup of lemonade and make sure to chat with the
girls who brought a childhood tradition to a college campus. They have
plenty to say about ice, lemonade and
friendship. Plus, their lemonade is always freshly squeezed. Well, from a
can at least.
“Our lemonade is part love, part
magic,” Caudle said.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Hannah Pfau @HannahPfau
Running back from Euler in
a #rainpocalypse equals
raccoon eyes and a realization
of how uneven this campus is.
#puddleseverywhere #TaylorU
Claire Hawkins @ClaireMHawk
Watching a professor sprint
through the rain is probably the
funniest thing I have seen in a long
time #TaylorU
Matt Walters @MattWalters10
gotta love how the children who
visit #TaylorU are the only people
who flock to the pizza line
Elisa Tanquist @afrikinboulos
“she smokes pots behind the
chapel” #quoteoftheday #TaylorU
#TUChapel
Elisa Tanquist @afrikinboulos
the #TaylorU library is
trying to get coffee? #holla
#morelibrarystudying
#thatswhatsup

For more, follow @sam_stone on

simplylight: #TaylorU

Erin Guarneri @erinraeann12
#tayloru should have a fruit bar at
least once a week! #yummmmm

A&E

The story begins in July of 1998 when the
Nystroms, on sabbatical in the States,
received a call that a tsunami consisting
of three gigantic waves had wiped out the
village they called home.
Sleeping coconuts
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Flick picks
David Seaman
Staff Writer

Theater for the soul

First Presbyterian
Theater delves deep
into human nature
Kathryn Fenstermacher
A&E Editor

Power. Love. Betrayal. Death. These
timeless themes are a staple of art,
but rarely grace the pulpit. However,
art and spirituality will collide in epic
proportions next weekend in First
Presbyterian Theater’s production of
Shakespeare’s “Antony and Cleopatra.”
First Presbyterian Theater (FPT) is
part of the First Presbyterian Church
in downtown Fort Wayne. The longest
continuously-functioning church in
the city, it houses an arts center which
includes a 300-seat theater. The theater will celebrate its 45th anniversary
this Christmas. Over the years, it has
featured more than 200 productions,
ranging from Broadway classics to
postmodern satire.
“To have great theater, you have to
start with great literature,” said managing artistic director Thom Hoffrichter. “My philosophy is that we should
be doing shows that somehow impact the spirit.” The works chosen to

perform each season generally fall into
three categories: they show how human beings interact, they show how
humans reach out to God or a god-figure or they celebrate the gift of life.
FPT’s upcoming production of “Antony and Cleopatra,” the final production of their 2012-13 season, embodies
all three. “Anytime I embark on directing a Shakespeare, I’m amazed at what
I learn about what it means to be human,” Hoffrichter said. “He understood
how people behave and provided incredible poetry to express it.”
The premise of the play is a tragic
love story between historic figures
Egyptian queen Cleopatra and Roman general Mark Antony. Like Shakespeare’s famous tragedy “Romeo and
Juliet,” “Antony and Cleopatra” is driven by the white-hot passion between
two lovers. Hoffrichter said the story rings true with audiences because
consuming love, while it can lead to
obsessive and irrational behavior, is a
basic human desire. “Everybody wants
that kind of love,” he said.
“Antony and Cleopatra” poses a particular challenge to the audience because the poetic language is difficult to
understand. The cast spent 40-50 hours

talking about the text before they even
began rehearsals. However, Hoffrichter expects the emotion to transcend
the text. “One of the things I feel good
about is . . . a lot of people walk out going, ‘That was clear, I knew exactly what
was going on,’” Hoffrichter said. “If you
can forgive yourself and don’t expect to
understand every word, you can appreciate the music of the text.”
The theater presents approximately seven shows each season and features both amateur and experienced
performers from the surrounding
community. Participants need not
be church members. “We aren’t really in that evangelical church (wing)
in terms of trying to entice people to
the church,” Hoffrichter said. About
85 percent of the participants in each
FPT production are not members of
the church.
While the theater has a large pool of
community performers to draw from,
they are always looking for fresh talent, especially among student participants. FPT also encourages student
audience members by establishing
a discount program called “Tomorrow’s Audiences Today.” They set
aside 30 tickets to each performance

that full-time students can reserve
free of charge.
The idea behind this program was to
encourage students to attend and engage with the content being presented in the play. “They’re great shows for
students,” Hoffrichter said. “We wrestle with some pretty interesting literature.” FPT also hosts $10 Thursdays
when, the Thursday before opening
night, audiences of all ages can preview the show for $10.
“Antony and Cleopatra” opens at
7:30 p.m. Thursday, April 25. Showings continue at 7:30 p.m. April 26
and 27, May 3, 4, 10 and 11 and at 2:00
p.m. on May 5. To reserve tickets, call
260-422-6329 or email fptboxoffice@
firstpres-fw.org. General admission
is $20-$24. Student reservations are
free.
For complete pricing or to purchase
tickets online, visit firstpres-fw.org.
Above: This year, First Presbyterian Theater celebrates 45 years of
bringing thought-provoking theater
to the Fort Wayne community.
Photograph provided by First Presbyterian Theater

Sleeping coconuts
Taylor alumna and
her husband testify to
God’s providence in
the midst of disaster
Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/Copy Editor

Taylor graduate Bonnie Nystrom (’83)
and her husband John, Bible translators to Papua New Guinea, recently published “Sleeping Coconuts,” a
book depicting the amazing work
God can do when you work for Him.
While on campus last week, Bonnie
reflected on their story—one that
shows how even tragedy and disaster can be redeemed for good.
The story begins in July of 1998 when
the Nystroms, on sabbatical in the
States, received a call that a tsunami
consisting of three gigantic waves had
wiped out the village they called home.
The term “sleeping coconuts” refers to
a combination of the Papua New Guinea phrase that means anything that
is laying down is sleeping. “Coconut
trees were just laying flat on the beach,”

Bonnie said. “That’s when it finally hit
us that everything was gone.”
With the devastation leaving the
town flattened and those left alive exposed to the elements, the Nystroms
flew back to Papua New Guinea to
survey the damage and to help however they could. They soon found that
multiple villages, whose people all
spoke different languages, had also
been devastated and were begging
for help.
“It was at that point that we realized . . . these people were going to
survive and start over,” Bonnie said.
This was a chance for their mission
to start over, as well. “We asked ourselves, why aren’t we helping those
other two languages east and west
of us. . . . Why is it that we said ‘no’ to
them earlier?”
While the Nystroms didn’t have the
money or resources to help these other villages, they began to plan how to
set up translation efforts for the additional language groups. People’s eyes
were opened and they were willing to
listen to the Gospel.
“We thought we were being visionary,”

Photograph provided by Bonnie Nystrom

Bible translators Bonnie (‘83) and John Nystrom share their story in “Sleeping Coconuts.”

Bonnie explained. But the Nystroms
had no idea what God had planned.
Their work culminated in a translation
project that now serves 11 language
communities. “God orchestrated so
many details to provide in every way
for what we have today,” Bonnie said.
The story of “Sleeping Coconuts”
would be of interest to anyone who
would like to know more about the reality of missions or translation work.
In addition to testifying to God’s work
overseas, the book includes chapters of translated accounts from natives, maps and even a glossary of
terms pertaining to the Papua New

Guinea culture.
Bonnie graduated from Taylor in
1983 with a degree in computer science systems. Her husband, John, is
a Wheaton College graduate with a
degree in biblical studies. After joining Wycliffe Bible Translators, the
newly made family arrived in Papua
New Guinea to begin translation work
with the Apop village. The Nystroms
have served with Wycliffe translation for over twenty-five years, translating multiple languages in Papua
New Guinea.
To learn more about their book or
their mission, visit thenystroms.org.

Graphic design show sets “New Standard”
Senior graphic design majors
find ways to stand out

includes designing postcards for a
camp he worked at over the summer,
as well as designs for youth conferDavid Seaman
ence and internships.
Senior Casey Snyder, student leadStaff Writer
er of the Exhibition Design class for
Fourteen senior graphic design ma- senior graphic design majors, is lookjors have worked four years for this ing forward to seeing her classmates’
moment. They are proud of what they work on display. “A lot of stress is
have done and what they represent: involved in this,” Snyder said. “A
a new standard for Taylor University. good portfolio is key to getting you
These students will present their hired, sometimes even more so than
work at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the Met- a degree.”
calf Gallery. Opening with an evening
Designing a printed portfolio alreception, the exhibit will run until lows the students to present their
May 10. The seniors are eager to show work like professional artists. Along
off the hard work they have done over with a portfolio, the students dethe last four years at Taylor.
signed a display for presenting their
“This is pretty much the best of work in the gallery, said associate prothe best,” said senior graphic de- fessor of art Curt Ellis. “Since Exhibisign major Jared Rauh. “The work is tion Design is a capstone course for
from whatever we have done here at seniors majoring in graphic design,
Taylor and in other areas.” In Rauh’s the work is expected to be professioncase, his work outside the classroom al,” Ellis said. “It allows students the

experience of working collaboratively
with other students.”
Rauh is excited to see what his fellow classmates have done, including
the work of senior McLean Roberts,
who has done primarily sports-related work. “It is all so different, and I’m
excited to see how it looks on Friday,”
Rauh said.
The theme for the show is “The
New Standard.” Because the seniors
were born in the 1990s, the theme represents a new decade of excellence in
graphic design, Ellis said.
Snyder has her own take on it.
“The idea behind ‘The New Standard’ is setting a new theme for
design shows,” she said. “We’re anticipating this to be a really bold show, in
a sense that this will be a step above
the shows in the past. I think we can
do it.”
Rauh agrees. “We wanted to take
it up a notch,” he said. Part of this

Movies are a form of art. They should
provoke thought, stir emotion and entertain. Want to ensure you don’t waste
your time on a flop? Check this column
for quality films by genre. We’ll dive
deep into what makes the film work
and why you should watch it. Up this
week: suspense.
In suspense films, the build-up is
obviously the most satisfying element.
The edge-of-your-seat feeling of terror
or thrill makes the final moments of
the film the most memorable. It keeps
the viewer wanting more until the climax, then leaves you desiring to experience the suspense all over again.
“There is no terror in the bang,
only in the anticipation of it,” said
legendary director Alfred Hitchcock.
This is no more evident than in his
1954 classic “Rear Window.” At the
peak of his directing prowess, Hitchcock presented a film that trapped
both the main character and the audience in a web of voyeurism. We are
forced, along with James Stewart’s
character, to view people’s private
lives and let murders happen. Hitchcock brings the viewer into the film,
showing the strangeness of watching others live their lives. Is the viewer as much to blame as a murderer
by allowing these events to transpire onscreen?
Photojournalist L.B. Jeffries (James
Stewart) is confined to his tiny courtyard apartment after breaking his
leg. Stuck in a wheelchair, Jeffries
passes the time with visits from his
nurse and his gorgeous girlfriend Lisa
(Grace Kelly). Jeffries begins staring
through the rear window of his apartment at the other apartments around
the courtyard. After coming up with
backstories for his neighbors, Jeffries turns his attention to seemingly
mild-mannered Lars Thorwald, who
has a nagging invalid wife.
Things take a bad turn when Thorwald mysteriously closes his shades
one day, only to open them again with
no wife to be found. Jeffries comes up
with a scenario in which Thorwald
has murdered his wife. He does not
believe it at first. But after observing
some disturbing traits from Thorwald
through the window, Jeffries begins
to suspect the horrifying truth. Thorwald begins suspecting that he is being watched, and in classic Hitchcock
fashion, the suspense boils up to a
nail-biting finale.
“Rear Window” portrays a fascinating account of the effect voyeurism has on people. James Stewart is
believable as an ordinary man who
lets his curiosity get the better of
him. Thelma Ritter and Grace Kelly
are perfect in their supporting roles.
Raymond Burr almost steals the show
as the menacing Thorwald.
Fantastic imagery adds to the
creepiness of the film. Long shots,
such as when Jeffries watches Lisa
break into Thorwald’s apartment,
allow the camera to show both the
apartment and the outside hallway
where Thorwald is approaching.
Then there’s the suspense: The chilling look on Thorwald’s face when he
looks into the camera. The darkness
that hides Thorwald’s face during the
finale. This imagery, especially when
Thorwald stares right at the camera,
reinforces the idea that the viewer
is as much to blame as the characters. As the late Roger Ebert stated,
“When an enraged man comes bursting through the door to kill Stewart,
we can’t detach ourselves, because we
looked too, and so we share the guilt
and in a way we deserve what’s coming to him.” The audience has seen everything, every window into people’s
lives, just as Jeffries has. Hitchcock
has trapped us in a puzzling situation: We are not part of the film, but
the characters seem to view us as if
we are.
This is what makes “Rear Window”
a great suspense film. We are sucked
into the story, and we cannot escape
it. We cannot save Lisa or Jeffries or
anyone else who is threatened. We
can only watch.

relies on making the show a professional exhibit, with students bringing
in their own tables instead of using
the ones provided.
Even with the pressures of professionalism and possible jobs, the
students are confident in their work.
Rauh said his postcard designs for
the camp inspired his interest in future not-for-profit work. “It’s nice to
know that my design has a purpose,”
Rauh said.
For Snyder, it is about standing out
in the graphic design world. “My portfolio is varied, with a lot of layout and
logo and packaging design,” she said.
Snyder’s main emphasis is on her
brand Yellow Shoe Design Studios,
which resulted from her passion for
wearing yellow footwear. “It is someLike “Rear Window”? You may
thing that stands out,” she said.
also like:
Join the students for their opening
• “Vertigo”
reception tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the
• “Disturbia”
Metcalf Gallery.
• “Dial M For Murder”
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Art of restoration

In Hartford City, an arts
center has replaced
literal piles of trash
Meredith Sell
Features Editor

Step inside the Blackford County
Arts Center in downtown Hartford
City, and your eyes are immediately
drawn up. Art hanging on the whitewashed walls surrenders its hold on
your attention to the pressed tin ceiling 20 feet overhead, a relic from the
late 1800s. The tin tiles curve where
they meet the wall, creating an acoustic atmosphere that carries even the
quietest whisper.
On Tuesday and Thursday afternoons, the sounds of various instruments—guitars, violins, pianos,
trumpets—echo off the ceiling, filling
the former Hallmark storefront on 107
W Washington Street, with the music
of beginning students.
It’s hard to imagine this space
filled with mounds of trash—every
surface, from the hardwood floor to
the upright piano, seems polished—
but trash used to be the building’s
main occupant. It’s only been in the
past couple years, following the Center’s inception in 2010, that the trash
was evicted.
Tisha Trice, current secretary of the
Center’s Community Board, joined the
effort in fall 2010, attending a board
meeting at the suggestion of a friend.
Tisha, an independent graphic designer and photographer, grew up and currently lives in Hartford City.
“I’ve always been involved in the arts,
and there was never anything for anybody that was into the arts,” Tisha said.
“If you wanted to be involved in . . . an
art-related thing, you had to go to a
different town.”
The opportunity to bring the arts to
Hartford City excited Tish. She started
attending every meeting.
When the group secured the current location—the building had been
given to Hartford City after the Hallmark store closed—Tish and a variety
of other volunteers started spending
their Saturdays cleaning out the trash.
“At some point, we had to schedule
it because there was so much debris
in the buildings that we needed to

schedule dumpsters and the garbage
truck to show up,” Tish said.
Daniel Bowman Jr., assistant professor of English at Taylor, got involved
with the project in the middle of the
clean up effort. Summer 2011, he and
his family moved to Hartford City, buying their first house and deciding to
lay down roots. When he found out
about the arts center project, he decided to get involved as a way to know
the community.
“The people that I met . . . have become wonderful friends,” Daniel said.
“And they’re people who have the same
outlook that I do—that is, let’s take
what we have and make it as best we
can for the next generation.”
Those involved with the Center share
a common love for beauty.
Retired art teacher, Leslie Newton,
was originally involved with the Center’s parent organization, Arts Place, as
a Staff Visual Arts Curator at the flourishing art center in Portland, Ind. She
became part of the Blackford Center
when its board approached Arts Place
about being the Center’s facilitator.
Much of her life has revolved around
art and she’s happy to bring others into
the fold.
“When people get involved in the arts,
even just as a viewer or a listener in the
audience, it does enrich you,” Leslie said.
Laura Hicks, the Center’s coordinator of MusicWorks, is another Arts
Place transplant. Laura grew up taking music lessons at Arts Place and
later worked there as a receptionist
and intern. When the Blackford Center opened this past January under the
legal umbrella of Arts Place, Laura was
asked to direct the Center’s extension
of Arts Place’s MusicWorks program.
“Music is such an important part of
kids’ lives that I think it’s important
to have a place that they can go, and
they can take lessons, and they can
explore one-on-one with a teacher or
by themselves,” Laura said.
The Center provides such a place.
MusicWorks is currently its most active and successful art program. Other workshops have made attempts
with fledging success. The most successful was a recent Saturday morning poetry workshop which Daniel
taught: 17 people participated, significantly overshooting the minimum

Laura Hicks coordinates MusicWorks, the Center’s most successful art program thus far.

requirement of six.
On April 27, the Center’s first visual
arts workshop taught by Angel Mercado, a local artist, will have its first of four
sessions. A local doctor built wooden
desktop easels to use for this and other
visual arts workshops. The easels currently sit in the Center’s front window,
waiting to be used.
Art has replaced trash as the building’s main occupant. It hangs on the
walls, rings through the air during music lessons and flows onto the pages of
poets-in-training.
“It’s amazing to have something like
this in such a small community,” Laura
said. “(Art) is a way to broaden people’s
horizons and get them to experience
new things they wouldn’t normally experience. They can—”
“Develop their inside rather than everything that’s outside,” Leslie cut in.
“Exactly,” Laura said.
That’s what the Center had to do before it could join the community.
“You can’t even picture what this was
full of,” Leslie said, motioning at the
center’s clean, open space.
“It was literally filled with garbage,”
Daniel said. “Piles and piles of garbage
all the way to the ceiling.”
The tin ceiling, at that point, was hidden by a drop ceiling ten feet from the
floor. While they were working, someone removed a tile and saw the tin.
“‘I wonder how much work that
would take,’” Daniel remembered
him saying.

Abroad without a diploma
Four Chinese students
spend their last high school
semester on Taylor’s campus
Meredith Sell
Features Editor

By May 18, 2013, Yitian Yin will have
spent nearly four months in a foreign
country as a university student. Yitian
is part of a growing number of Chinese
international students in the U.S.—a
demographic that increased 23.1 percent from 2010-2011 to 2011-2012, according to a study by Open Doors.
But Yitian is not a typical international student. Unlike most of his
peers in the U.S., Yitian hasn’t graduated from high school.

Yitian and three other Chinese high
school students—another young
man, Yage Jin, and two women,
roommates Wenqing Fu and Shuyi
He—joined the Taylor student body
this January as exchange students
in the ESL program. All four are in
their last semester of high school,
a time usually spent preparing for
China’s National College Entrance
Examination (NCEE), which is only
available once a year.
“The last semester of their high
school, they don’t study anything
new,” said Taylor’s Asia Support
Lydia Hoffmann, who mediates between the students and the university. “Since we know this, Taylor made
a special plan for them so they can

study here instead of studying English in China.”
All four students are from Beijing
and knew each other before coming
to the U.S. They credit Yage’s mom
for their presence at Taylor.
Yage’s mom learned about Taylor
from Charles Brainer, Taylor’s Associate Dean of International Programs, whom she met in China. She
visited campus last fall as part of the
Chinese tour. After the tour, Yage’s
family decided to send him to Taylor,
and Yage’s mother spread the word.
“His mother told our mothers,”
Wen said.
“One night, when I was reading a
novel, my mom got a phone (call)
and it’s from Yage’s mom,” Yitian said.

Photograph by Micah Hancock

Taylor’s first Chinese exchange students—from left, Yitian Yin, Wenqin Fu, Yage Jin and Shuyi He (not pictured)
—are about to finish their first semester of college and their last semester of high school.

Photography by Micah Hancock

Leslie Newton and Laura Hicks make up a fraction of the
team that has brought the Center to life.

The immediate response was no, the about 300 people who came were
definitely not. The money didn’t allow it. introduced to the Center, the tin and
“But as we began to take down a few the new artistic atmosphere on 107 W
more panels, more people looked at it Washington Street.
and said, ‘It really wouldn’t take that
“To have a place where music lesmuch,’” Daniel said.
sons and drawing or painting lessons
Eventually, the trash was cleared out, . . . are available to all age groups—you
the entire drop ceiling came down, really can’t put any kind of value on
and the tin was repainted. January 19, it,” Tish said. “To us, it’s everything.”
the Center had its grand opening, and
“After the call, my mom told me, ‘I’ve
decided to send you to study abroad.’”
The Chinese students have grown
closer since arriving on campus at
the end of January. They’re comfortable with each other, joking and teasing without a bitter word and sharing
stories about what it means to be Chinese on an American campus.
Communication and language have
been major obstacles.
“We learned English in China,” Yitian
said, “but we did not focus on speaking and listening. We were just reading
and writing.”
One of the first times Yitian went to the
Grille, he got a salad and brought it to the
checkout. The man working the checkout asked Yitian a question, but Yitian
couldn’t understand him. First, Yitian
responded with, “Yes.” Then, when the
man asked again, Yitian said, “Sorry. I
don’t know.” The man asked a third time
and finally showed Yitian packets of salad dressing to choose from.
Yitian laughs at the story now, as do
Wen and Yage. Shuyi is absent, her schedule slightly different from the others’.
The Chinese students don’t always
understand American jokes, and many
times chapel leaves them scratching
their heads—because of the language,
not the content—but they speak well,
talking about American “idioms” that
they don’t always understand and “idiosyncrasies” they’ve learned about
Americans from certain regions of the
U.S.
“What’s up?” is one idiom that has confused Yitian.
“In my head, ‘What’s up?’ is ‘What’s
happening?’ So I said, ‘Nothing happened . . . Why are you asking me this?’”
Yitian said. “(My friend) was shocked . . .
Now I know you can answer, ‘Not much,’
or ‘What’s up?’ back.”
Confusion works in both directions.
Because of Taylor’s substantial South
Korean student population, the Chinese
students are often mistaken for Koreans.
“I was talking to someone, and he
said that he’s going to take Korean next

semester and he wanted me to be his
tutor,” Yitian said. “I said, ‘Well, I can
understand a little bit of Korean, but
I’m not good at speaking (it).’ He was
quite confused.”
As part of the ESL program, the
Chinese students are enrolled in four
3- and 2-credit ESL classes: Language
Skills; Vocabulary and American English Pronunciation, which focus on
the English language; and The American Classroom, which focuses on
American culture and history.
Aside from these, the students are
each in one course of their choosing:
Yage is in Chemistry for Living; Wen
is in Child Psychology; Shuyi is in Exceptional Children; and Yitian is in
Animal Biology.
The freedom to choose individual
courses of their own interest is almost
as foreign to them as the U.S. In China,
in the second of three years of high
school, every student decides to focus
his or her study on either art (which
includes geography, politics and history) or science. The fourth section of
the NCEE, preceded by math, Chinese
and English sections, depends on
which they chose, and once they’ve
chosen, they can’t change their minds.
A college student in China makes
similar commitments.
“Before you go into college, you have
to make the decision about what major you want to take,” Wen said. “But
you know nothing about it. And if you
choose that, you’ll never change.”
None of these four students plan on
making that commitment. This semester is a precursor to their next three or
four years. After finals week, they will
go back to China to take the NCEE and
officially graduate from high school.
All of them plan to return to Taylor in
August as freshmen.
They’ll be international students
with high school diplomas—like the
rest of their more than 190,000 Chinese peers currently studying in the
U.S.
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A critic’s guide to
modern church worship

A pedantic look at the
beginning of every chapel
Amy Green
Contributor

During chapel, have you ever had
thoughts like these?
You know, there’s really only one
problem with creating a “Calvinist
or Arminian” bingo card to determine the theological background of
worship songs: “None But Jesus” talks
about God as “sovereign,” but also includes the phrase “I choose.” Tricky.
“I wanna look right at you, I wanna
sing right to you. . . .” Wait. Do we really wanna look right at the glory of
God? Because that kind of, you know,
killed people.
Hey, I wonder how Skip Trudeau
would react if I destroyed the PowerPoint screen with a flamethrower
every time we sang the word “Yahweh”? You know, like the scribes
did with their pens in the Old Testament whenever they even wrote
God’s name. Because it’s so holy
and everything.
“If grace is an ocean, we’re all sinking.” Wait, what? Isn’t Jesus supposed to be saving us? If grace is a
riptide ocean of death, who’s the
lifeguard, Satan?
If any of this sounds familiar, then
you are an armchair worship critic.
Welcome to the club. We meet once
a week to debate theology, listen to
faint instrumental versions of “Amazing Grace” and exegetically tear Chris
Tomlin apart. It’s awesome. (Sorry,
not “awesome.” That word means
to literally be in awe of the glory of
God and should only be used to describe him.)
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Creative Director
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Here’s something I shared at our last
meeting. After months of carefully researching passages about worship in
the Bible, I retranslated some verses
that should frame the way Taylor students reconsider worship.
Someone tell Randy. This is gonna
be big.
In John 4, when the woman at the
well says to Jesus, “Sir, I see that you are
a prophet. Our ancestors worshipped
to traditional hymns, but you Jews
claim that Hillsong is the way people ought to worship,” Jesus responds,
“Woman, believe me, a time is coming
and is now here when you will worship with songs with an endless loop
of 35 words or fewer, and there will be
great division over whether that is acceptable or not.”
Just kidding. I’m pretty sure he actually said, “You should worship with
slides that have generic scenery and
that lead to debates about typography.” Or maybe, “You should strive to
focus on and complain about the obvious grammar mistakes.” Or, “When
worshipping, it’s important that you
recognize your authority to nitpick
over whether every note is slightly
flat or not.”
Or maybe not. (Clearly, I’m trying
to get my Bible minor revoked before
graduation for heresy.) What Jesus actually said was that the time had arrived “when the true worshipers will
worship the Father in the Spirit and in
truth, for they are the kind of worshipers the Father seeks.”
Don’t get me wrong. Is it important
to have chapel bands who sing on key?
Sure. (You guys are great, by the way.)
Should we listen to the words of the
songs and evaluate whether they’re
Biblically accurate or not? All the time.
Would it be nice if the slides correctly
used apostrophes? Well . . . I might be
the only one who cares about that one.
But worship is not about me and
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Response to ‘Gay Marriage more than just
a morality discussion’

April 19, 2013

Traditional definition of
marriage valid and consistent
Mark Taylor
Contributor

In last week’s Echo, the right of Christians to claim special legal rights for
marriage was questioned because we
insist it is a religious institution,
which excludes other ideologies—
particularly the ideology of homosexuality. The author wrote, “I don’t think
that discrimination in these regards
is fair,” because “it shows preferential
treatment to one group/religion,”
which is “not in keeping with what we
see as democracy.” This position,
though certainly a compassionate
and thoughtful one, is problematic
for several reasons.
To begin with, it ignores that this
religious institution has real civil importance. When the Supreme Court
dealt with this issue (though relating
to polygamy rather than homosexuality), it said, “Upon (marriage) society
may be said to be built, and out of its
fruits spring social relations and social obligations and duties.” Marriage
is indeed a religious institution, but
an institution that the government
has acknowledged to have vital importance. And not just any marriage,
but heterosexual marriage—no society has been built upon any other
kind. Traditional marriage is important for civilization, not only because
it provides the invaluable service of
producing the next generation, but
also because it does so in a relatively

Doctor faces eight
murder charges without
major news coverage
Hannah Haney
Copy Editor

all the issues I bring to the table. It’s
about God.
And even if worship is about me in
some way, because I’m the one bringing God praise, first and foremost, I
am not a theologian or an editor or a
musician or a critic of any kind. I am
a follower of Jesus.
Jesus, who is beautiful and present
in every sunrise. Jesus, who took my
sin upon his shoulders. Jesus, who
loves us, oh how he loves us, oh how
he loves us, oh. Jesus, who breathes
in the air and shines in the light, just
like Edward Cullen.
Oops. Sorry. Got carried away there.

I was sitting in my room last week
scrolling through my Twitter feed. I
had no desire to work on a p aper, so
when I saw that someone had tweeted a news link, I clicked on it. I knew
from the tweet that some doctor was
on trial and I was curious. So I started to read about a man named Dr.
Kermit Gosnell.
I don’t know what I was expecting,
but it wasn’t what I read. By the end
of the third paragraph, I was close to
tears. Gosnell is a 72-year-old doctor
charged with seven counts of first-degree murder. He specialized in performing late-term abortions. And by
late-term, I mean third trimester;
Illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro
past the 24-week cutoff. These baThe point is, I may not appreci- bies would live with proper medical
ate the lyrics or style or poetic value care. In fact, one employee testified
of every song. But guess what? Cor- that she heard one baby scream.
porate worship has a lot to do with
being one small part of the body of
It breaks our hearts
Christ, made up of people who enjoy
that this horrendous
different instruments and find different lines meaningful and have differcrime took place
ent ways of relating to God. It’s about
under our very noses.
putting aside our petty preferences
and criticisms and joining with other
If you’re squeamish, you might
believers to sing praise to a God who
want to skip this paragraph, though I
deserves it.
Our God is greater. Jesus paid it all. would encourage you to keep reading.
Dr. Gosnell performed these aborHoly Spirit, you are welcome here.
tions by heavily sedating the womSing it like you mean it.
en, inducing their labor, then taking
the baby (I won’t call it anything else)
and severing its spinal cord at the
neck with a pair of scissors. It’s gruesome. And I still don’t believe that this
is happening.
My question here is, where did this
atrocity take place? Here’s anothfrom them equally, we would have er shocker: It wasn’t a third world
to allow not only the right to marry country. Gosnell performed in Philwhomever you want, but also how- adelphia—our country.
But this story isn’t making national
ever many you want. Heterosexuality, homosexuality, polygamy and news. Why? Because this is national
the darker recesses of human sexual news if I ever saw it. This man has not
inclination would all have to be ca- only allegedly murdered countless batered to equally by the right to mar- bies with four to five illegal abortions
riage. But then again, if we are going every week, but he has also been acto make sure everyone is on a com- cused of killing two women and sepletely even playing field, marriage verely injuring several more through
should be removed altogether for the his procedures. Aside from the mursake of those who are inclined toward der, he is also racist, treating his white
singleness. Fairness is a bad princi- patients better than those of other
ple to appeal to in this discussion: ethnicities. Why isn’t CNN picking this
It is ambiguous, arbitrary and leads up? Or Fox? Or anyone? This trial has
been going on since March 15. Why is
to absurdity.
Rather than an appeal to “fairness,” this the first we’re hearing of it?
Journalists have tried to explain it,
it would be better to understand this
issue through the principle of justice. but none have come up with a real
Justice demands that we treat things answer. Here is mine.
This story makes us uncomfortable.
according to their value. (Slavery,
for example, is an injustice because It breaks our hearts that this horrenit treats humans as having less val- dous crime took place under our very
ue than they actually do.) Tradition- noses. It makes us wrestle with issual marriage, as the acknowledged wes we would rather not face. So the
foundation of society, should not be simple solution is to not talk about
treated as equal in value to all the il- it. If we don’t talk about it, it’s not a
legitimate imitations man can dream problem and we don’t have to worry
up. Cohabitation, polygamy, homo- about it. Well, guess what? This is a
sexuality—none of these are of the problem. And we need to talk about it.
We need to be uncomfortable. Besame value as a man and woman
bound in marriage. When it comes cause when we’re uncomfortable, we
to value, matrimony is only inciden- do something. And something must
tally religious, so no offense against be done. How many more Gosnells
freedom of religion is being implied are out there? If we know that somehere. We’re not asking for preferential thing isn’t right, we have been called
treatment of our religious institution, to take action, even if it’s small. I’m
we merely ask that our religious in- only 17, but I refuse to be silent. I’m
stitution be treated according to its going to talk about this. Gosnell can
value in the secular world. That value be convicted, but if we are silent, then
is enormous, and because of it, mar- he might as well be free. It’s only when
we talk that change begins.
riage deserves protection.

healthy environment. Religious or not,
the government would be perfectly
justified in giving special treatment
to any institution that provided such
benefits to society. It isn’t showing favoritism to a religion; it is merely encouraging a vital establishment that
also happens to be religious in nature.
If that seems unfair, it needs to be
understood that “fairness” is an unsuitable foundation on which to build
an argument for equal treatment of
homosexual and heterosexual union.
Last week’s article stated that “(homosexuals) should be treated as humans, privy to the same rights that
I have.” This is problematic because
homosexuals do have the same rights
as other citizens. They are, as a fundamental right, free to marry everywhere. What homosexuals do not
have a right to, is to marry people of
the same gender—a right denied to
everyone, not just homosexuals. If
we all have the same right, how could
this be unfair?
Perhaps though this isn’t what
was really meant by “fair,” but rather that the rights we have are not
equally useful to everyone who receives them. The argument would
go, then, that the irrevocable right
to marry the opposite gender is lopsidedly helpful to heterosexuals, and
so marital rights should be expanded to be equally useful to all citizens.
“Fairness” then becomes a very specific (and arbitrary) definition. To be
fair, a right would have to be equally
helpful to everybody.
But this line of reasoning quickly
falls to pieces. If marital rights had to
be such that everyone would benefit
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Dr. Kermit
Gosnell
overlooked
by popular
media

Response to ‘Gay marriage more
than just a morality question’

Local News Editor
Katelyn S. Irons

Fairness is a bad principle to appeal to in this
discussion: It is ambiguous, arbitrary and
leads to absurdity.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to Lucas_Sweitzer@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please
keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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I want to be competitive because it gives us
an opportunity to glorify the Lord. I don’t
just want to turn these guys into phenomenal
lacrosse players, I want them to become men
of the Lord.
TU lacrosse follows West’s leadership

TheEchoNews.com

April 19, 2013

Junior Jordan Coffey eyes a pitch at the plate in Taylor’s doubleheader Monday night. Coffey hit a two-run home run in Game 1 of Wednesday’s matchup against Huntington.

Baseball cruises through
conference play
Trojans win four straight
this week; 12 of 14 in
month of April
Austin Kight
Sports Writer

The Trojans find themselves comfortably in first place of the Crossroads
League standings after defeating
host Spring Arbor in a doubleheader on Monday and Huntington in a
doubleheader on Wednesday.
During Monday’s two games, Taylor doubled the scoring of SAU as
they outscored the Cougars 16-8
with 8-1 and 8-7 wins.
The big story of the series was
senior ace Derek Kinzer (3-4) who
threw a complete game, setting the
tone for the series. Kinzer allowed
only four hits, while retiring eight
SAU batters in his dominating seven innings of work.
In the first game, an RBI ground
out off the bat of freshman Brian

Moore scored junior Jordan Coffey and put the Trojans up 1-0
heading into the bottom of the
second.
Taylor’s offense was slow to start
but sparked a fourth inning rally
when a two out RBI single to center field by freshman Jake West
scored Coffey. Later that inning, a
wild pitch by the Cougars allowed
senior Taylor Luna to score from
third before an RBI single to left
field by senior Luke Hofsommer
gave Taylor a 3-1 edge.
The Trojans’ bats heated up
again in the fifth with an RBI triple to center from freshman Danny
Moorehead scoring junior Austin
York. A few batters later, Moorehead came around to score from
a sacrifice fly off the bat of Coffey.
The Trojans did not stop there as
Luna hit a towering home run to
make it 7-1. Another RBI single from
Hofsommer would score freshman
Grant Hendershot capping the
scoring at 8-1.

TU lacrosse follows
West’s leadership
Nick Van Heest
Sports Writer

Chey West (’10) didn’t realize he wanted to be a coach until halfway through
his senior year at Taylor, but fewer
than three years later, he prowls the
sidelines as head coach of the men’s
lacrosse program.
“I had no idea I’d be back here so
soon,” West said. “I’m 24 years old
and I’m head coach at a university.
I’m living my dream.”
Contrary to a typical sideline instructor, an easy grin and casual

demeanor give West the appearance
of a student, not a coach.
West moved into his office in the
basement of Helena Memorial Hall last
August, but a stack of empty cardboard
boxes and sparse decoration still give
the room a newly-occupied feel.
West is first to admit he has much
to learn, and he has been learning patience in his first season at Taylor.
“In the grand scheme of my life, I’m
about 15 minutes into my coaching career,” West said. “I’ve been trying to fight
the temptation to measure things in wins
and losses, I don’t think that’s healthy.

Softball

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

In the nightcap, the Trojans dominated once again as Coffey (4-0)
took the mound and gave up only
three runs on six hits in his six innings of work.
TU sprang into a 3-0 lead in the
second with runs from freshman
Kevin Fahy, Hendershot and sophomore Alex Senyshyn.
The bats grew quiet for the Trojans until the fifth inning, scoring four runs to give Taylor an
8-3-cushion heading into the sixth.
A late game rally by the Trojans
would prove to be significant as the
Cougars fought back in the sixth
and seventh, scoring five runs to
put them within one of Taylor.
However, with the tying run on
second, Caleb Miller was called
from the bullpen and closed out
the game, retiring the last batter
of the inning.
The week was only beginning for
the Trojans who took two games
from Huntington on Wednesday to
boost their conference record to 19-3.

After the game was postponed
Tuesday afternoon due to inclement weather, Taylor traveled to
Huntington and swept the Foresters with 9-0 and 4-0 victories.
With a five-game win streak, the
Trojans now find themselves in
the driver’s seat of the Crossroads
League with a three-game lead on
Spring Arbor.
The Trojans’ offense seemed lifeless in the first game, as they were
scoreless through the fourth inning. However, the bats warmed
up and sparked late-inning rallies
in the fifth and seventh.
The Trojans’ first hit came in
the fifth inning when Moore singled up the middle to lead things
off for Taylor.
A few batters later, a clutch bases-loaded RBI single from Kinzer
brought Moore and West around to
score. Later in the inning, Moorehead roped a two-run RBI double to
left to put the Trojans up 5-0 heading into the sixth.
In the seventh, Coffey and junior
Austin York added a pair of two-run
homers, capping the scoring at 9-0.
The Trojans saw an outstanding
performance from senior Taylor
Luna, who picked up his sixth win
of the season. Luna allowed only

three hits in his six innings of work.
In the nightcap, pitching dominated once again for the Trojans as
sophomore Josh DeGraaf held the
Foresters to only three hits while
striking out two, throwing his second complete game shutout of the
season. DeGraaf is quickly making
a name for himself as he leads the
Crossroads league with a 1.74 ERA
in 46.2 innings this season.
Jumping out to an early lead,
the Trojans put up two runs in the
third and two more in the fifth to
gain a 4-0 edge over Huntington.
Moorehead continued to hit for
power in the second game with a
two-run shot in the top of the fifth
that helped push the Trojans to
their second victory of the day.
The Trojans are on a hot-streak,
winning 12 of 14 games in the
month of April and 19 of their last
22 since the start of spring break
as they’ve proven they’re the team
to beat in the Crossroads League.
Taylor was originally scheduled
to play Huntington in a doubleheader on Thursday afternoon
but the games were rescheduled
for 2 pm. and 4 pm. on Friday due
to weather.

I’m really enjoying the relationships I’m
building with my team this season.”
West’s coaching career began soon
after graduation, when he took a job
as junior varsity head lacrosse coach
and assistant varsity coach at Heritage
Christian High School in Indianapolis. West coached at Heritage for two
years but always pictured himself as a
college coach.
“I definitely like the college atmosphere better,” West said. “The biggest difference is maturity. I’m dealing
with guys at Taylor who sacrifice for
this program and pay to play. They are
fully invested in playing lacrosse, and
I’m able to relate to them better.”
The opportunity to become a college coach soon presented itself. After
helping out coaching two games for
Taylor in the fall and two in the spring

during the 2011-2012 season, West was
encouraged to apply for head coach.
“I asked for a week to think and
pray about it, and the Lord made it
very apparent that I needed to apply,”
West said.
After securing the position, West
prepared his coaching methods,
which differ greatly from many of
the team’s opponents from secular universities.
West, who graduated with a christian
education degree, wrote his senior paper
on his philosophy of Christian coaching and strives to motivate his players
through their relationships with Christ.
“I want to teach my guys to be motivated because they are men who
follow the Lord and because of that
to want to be excellent,” West said.
“I want to be competitive because

it gives us an opportunity to glorify
the Lord. I don’t just want to turn
these guys into phenomenal lacrosse players, I want them to become men of the Lord.”
West isn’t sure what the future
holds, but he is committed to developing Taylor’s lacrosse program.
He led the team to a 4-4 record this
year as they head into their last two
games of the season.
“I love coming to work and I love
coaching,” he said. “My goal is to
win a national championship here
at Taylor.”
Though West’s office décor is
sparse, a verdant bonsai tree stands
proudly on his desk, perhaps a symbol
of the lacrosse team’s new life under
West’s leadership.
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9-16 (4-2)
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Track teams turn in
solid performances
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Baseball (24-12, 19-3)
Schedule

04/19 vs Huntington (DH) 2 p.m.
04/20 vs Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 1 p.m.
04/23 @ Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 4 p.m.
04/25 @ Grace (DH) 2 p.m.
04/27 vs Grace (DH) 4 p.m.
05/01 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
05/02 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
05/03 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
05/04 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
*(DH) - Double Header

Softball (13-19, 5-7)
Schedule

04/19 vs Spring Arbor (DH) 3 p.m.
04/20 @ Siena Heights (DH) 1 p.m.
04/23 vs Huntington (DH) 5 p.m.
04/25 @ Marian (DH) 3 p.m.
04/27 @ St. Mary-of-the-Woods (DH) 1 p.m.
05/01 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
05/02 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
*(DH) - Double Header

Track team starting to
peak before conference
Gabe Bain

T

Sports Co-editor

he Trojans used the Indiana Intercollegiate
Championships in Marion last weekend to evaluate their performance
before the conference meet, now only
one week away.
Despite the cold weather at the
meet, the men’s team claimed third
place, while the women’s team
took second.
“We did better than I thought we
were going to,” said head coach Ted
Bowers. “It was a good weekend.”
Senior Henrietta Carey earned the
honor of being named Outstanding
Female Track Athlete of the meet.
She won three events, claiming first
in the 100 meter dash (12.29), 200 meter dash (25.57), and the 4x100 meter
relay (49.03). Carey broke her Taylor
record in the 200 meter preliminaries
with a time of 24.85.
“(Carey’s performance) will help her
finish strong for the end of year,” said
junior Erin Price. “She was beaming after the event. It was really good to see.”
The men’s team racked up 115
points with their third place finish.
Junior Jeremy Cutshaw brought in
the only first-place finish for the men’s
team, winning the 400 meter hurdles
with a time of 54.58.
“I was very pleased with my performance,” Cutshaw said. “It was a

PR (personal record) by almost a full
second. I was really excited for that
performance. It felt great.”
The Trojan may have only won one
event, but many others turned in solid performances for the men’s team.
“When your whole team can perform like that, it doesn’t get much better for a coach than seeing everybody
contribute,” Bowers said. “We finished
third and only won one event. We’ve
got depth. We can score everywhere.”
The men’s 4x100 meter relay
team made up of freshman Brandon Wilchcombe, junior Luke Currens and seniors Matt Thompson
and Robert Dickey finished second
(42.49) in the event.
Other top men’s performances were
senior Kyle Anderson, who took second in the javelin throw (49.30m),
and Dickey who finished second in
the long jump (6.45m).
The women’s team turned out
strong performances as well. They
compiled 148 point for the meet,
which gave them second place.
Price grabbed two first-place finishes, winning the 400 meter hurdles (1:03.64) and the 4x400 meter
relay (4:03.50) which also consisted
of sophomore Kehlay Dunah, and
freshmen Courtney Thompson and
Katie DeHaan.
“Saturday I had to prepare more and
knew what to prepare for because it was
so cold out,” Price said. “I was a lot more
pleased with my race on Saturday.”

Golf teams fight hard
at Bethel Invitational
The men’s team takes
third while women’s team
finishes in seventh
Will Fairfax
Sports Writer

The men’s golf team had their best
performance of the season last weekend at the Bethel Pilot Invitational,
finishing tied for third. The women’s team, in its inaugural year, finished last.
The men got off to a great start despite temperatures in the 40s, 15-25
mph winds and rain that persisted
on and off all tournament. Four Trojans posted scores in the 70s on the
first day of the tournament: junior Elliot Day (75), junior Brandon Tereshko (76), senior Jimmy Fahlen (77) and
sophomore Nate Scheibe (78).
Freshman Stefan Fahlen added an
83, giving Taylor a 306 total in the first
round, putting them in third place.
Stefan Fahlen bounced back on day
two with a team-best 75. Scheibe and
Jimmy Fahlen were the only Trojans
to score consecutive scores in the
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70s with 76 and 79, respectively. Jimmy Fahlen started his round with bogey, double bogey, double bogey, but
he was able to bounce back to shoot
an impressive 79.
“I was not happy with myself but
knew that there was plenty of golf to
be played,” Jimmy Fahlen said. “Personally I knew that my team was
counting on me to shoot a good score
and if we were going to have a chance
to win I couldn't be the one who shot
a high score.”

When your whole
team can perform
like that, it doesn’t
get much better
for a coach than
seeing everybody
contribute.

—
 Coach Bowers

The women’s team claimed more
first-place victories, including another relay event.
The 4x800 relay team of freshmen
Jane Hawks, Grace Carver, Jenna Norris and sophomore Sarah Neideck
took first with a time of 9:37.15.
Sophomore Elaine Schmeltz won
the 3,000 meter steeplechase, posting a time of 11:28.96.
Sophomore Allison Steinbeck
grabbed second in the 10,000 meter
race with a time of 38:26.59.
“I felt like our young guys really
came through,” Bowers said.
After turning out some great performances, the men’s and women’s
team look to conference.
“We’re pretty excited because of
what happened last weekend,” Bowers said. “We’re just really trying to get
prepared for conference next week.”
The Trojans will compete at the
Manchester Invitational tomorrow at 11 a.m. and at the Crossroads League Championships the
following weekend.
Tereshko and Day had rough
rounds after a great first day, finishing round two with 83 and 85,
respectively.
Taylor finished the day with a score
of 313 and a combined score of 619 over
two days, which was good enough for
a tie for third with Huntington.
Head coach Cameron Andry was
especially impressed with his two
golfers who posted consecutive
scores in the 70s.
“Nate’s been really good all spring,
really all season . . . so it was good to
see him shoot another good score”
Andry said. “Jimmy’s been really good
this spring. He’s worked really hard on
his game and it’s shown in his scores,
he’s been really solid.”
Andry was mystified as to why his

Track and Field
Schedule

04/20 Manchester Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championships
05/04 Taylor Invitational
05/10 Dr. Keeler Invitational
05/23-25 NAIA National Outdoor Championships

Men’s Golf
Schedule

04/22-23 Taylor Spring Invitational
04/29-30 Crossroads League Championship

Top: Senior Henrietta Carey races to first place at Little State.
Middle: Senior Corbin Slater takes third in
3000 meter Steeple with a time of 9:54.49.
Bottom: Sophomore Kenny Higgins hurls a discus 41.18 meters at
the Taylor Classic in early April.

Women’s Golf
Schedule

04/19-20 Ohio Northern Spring Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championship

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

players were so inconsistent.
“Man, I wish I knew,” he said. “Part
of that is the nature of golf. Some
days you have it and some days you
don’t, but Brandon has been really
consistent all year. He had had seven
straight rounds in the 70s till Saturday. . . . Elliot had three straight in the
70s before Saturday. Both of them just
didn’t quite have their A games and
sometimes that happens.”
Freshman Elaina Mellott led the
Lady Trojans with a 94 on day one
and an 89 on day two.
Seniors Jenna Fahlen and Hope
Knowling finished with a 101 and 112,
respectively, before turning it around
on day two. Fahlen finished with a 96,
while Knowling finished with a 99.
Freshman Erin Erickson finished with

a 112 on day one and a 117 on day two.
Andry, who also coaches the women, said he wished that sophomore
Meagan Devries could have played,
but she had a class obligation. Despite
her absence, he was pleased with his
team’s performance.
“They did really well,” Andry said.
“I was really pleased with how well
they played. . . . Elaina played really well, and then on Saturday it was
good to see Jenna and Hope break
that 100 mark. Each lady has improved immensely over the course
of the season.”
The men play in the Taylor Spring
Invitational next Monday and Tuesday, while the women play in the Ohio
Northern Spring Invitational today
and tomorrow.
Athlete of the Week

DEREK KINZER
Year

Senior

Hometown

Fort Wayne, IN

Position

OF / P

Nickname

DK, dEEk, D, Kinz

Dream job

Social IInnovation Consultant (start my own
business)

Role model

My Grandpa, Dr. Lee Kinzer

Best baseball memory

Both National Tournament Appearances
(‘10, ‘12)
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